Bowman dominates in the pool...

**SAVES ENERGY**
Reduces energy costs and CO2 emissions

**MORE EFFICIENT**
Heats pools up to 3 times faster than most other products

**WIDE RANGE OF APPLICATIONS**
Suitable for commercial & domestic pools, plus spa’s and hot tubs

**RENEWABLE MODELS**
Specific range available for solar panels and heat pumps

**OUTSTANDING RELIABILITY**
Manufactured in the UK to the highest quality standards

**EASY INSTALLATION**
Direct installation into pool pipework on most popular 5113 & 5114 models

**NEW from BOWMAN**
The compact new EC80-5113-1 delivers up to 25 kW heat transfer. Ideal for small domestic pools, spa’s and hot tubs.
NEW TITANIUM TUBE STACKS

• Full 10 year guarantee*
• Low maintenance - fit & forget
• Resists chemical attack indefinitely
• Ultimate long life durability
• Suitable for all kinds of pools, including salt water
• Available in all sizes - domestic to Olympic pools

*Titanium tube stack only